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Abstract—We propose a simplified depth-from-motion vision
model based on leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neurons for edge
detection and two-dimensional depth recovery. In the model, every
LIF neuron is able to detect the irradiance edges passing through
its receptive field in an optical flow field, and respond to the detec-
tion by firing a spike when the neuron’s firing criterion is satisfied.
If a neuron fires a spike, the time-of-travel of the spike-associ-
ated edge is transferred as the prediction information to the next
synapse-linked neuron to determine its state. Correlations between
input spikes and their timing thus encode depth in the visual field.
The adaptation of synapses mediated by spike-timing-dependent
plasticity is used to improve the algorithm’s robustness against
inaccuracy caused by spurious edge propagation. The algorithm
is characterized on both artificial and real image sequences.
The implementation of the algorithm in analog very large scale
integrated (aVLSI) circuitry is also discussed.

Index Terms—Integrate-and-fire neurons, monocular depth re-
covery, neuromorphic vision model, synaptic plasticity.

I. INTRODUCTION

D ISPARATE elements of the primate visual pathway,
comprising, largely, the retina, thalamic relay neuronal

network and visual cortex, cooperate to give rise to perceptive
mapping of external stimuli. These perceptual properties have
been attributed to complex brain activity at the cellular and
network level [1]–[4]. In addition, experimental evidence on
the activity-dependent firing behaviors of mammalian hip-
pocampal pyramidal cells in vitro [5]–[7], tectal cells of a type
of frog’s visual system [8] and cortical neurons of rats [9]
indicate that hippocampal, retinotectal and cortical neurons
encode and process biological information by coordinating
postsynaptic spikes with presynaptic inputs within a critical
time window. The pre- and post-synaptic spike timing can thus
decide the modification of input synaptic strengths, now called
spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP). STDP suggests
that long-term strengthening of synapses occurs if presynaptic
action potentials precede postsynaptic firing by no more than
about 50 ms, and long-term weakening of synapses occurs if
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presynaptic action potentials follow postsynaptic spikes in the
same time scale. This temporal correlation-based adaptation is
speculated as a major learning rule in the nervous system (for
reviews see [10], [11]).

Extensive theoretical and computational studies, based on
the experimental results, have characterized the behavior of
single neurons [12]–[15] or neuronal populations [16]–[20] in
response to sensory stimuli. Many of these models are based
on the widely used leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neuron model
which, despite its simplicity, is capable of emulating some of
the complex behavior of cortical spiking neurons [21]–[23].
Meanwhile, the effects of synaptic changes by STDP have
become well established [24]–[26]. There are, however, few
studies in which LIF networks with STDP adaptation mimic
the biological perceptual functions for practical applications.
Considering that vision processing is one of the most important
functions of the primate brain, we explore in this paper one
possible approach that mimics the early visual system.

Animal and human vision is able to detect moving irradi-
ance edges and infer their associated depth in the image. It is
well established that neurons in the primary visual cortex (area
V1), a major part of the early visual cortex of primates, are able
to detect edges in the visual field through their receptive fields
[27], [28]. These neurons in V1 are retinotopically organized,
following a roughly polar coordinate system [29]–[31]. Recent
experiments also demonstrate that visual cortical neurons in V1
have the computational power to encode information about the
three-dimensional (3-D) position of a stimulus in space [32],
[33]. The outputs of V1 neurons contribute to the stereoscopic
depth perception in the higher visual cortical areas [34], [35].
Although binocular stereopsis [36]–[38] is the most obvious
way to recover depth, we can infer depth information using a
single eye. In a dynamic environment, motion is a crucial cue in
monocular depth recovery.

In applications of machine vision with motion, the scene is
often modeled as an optical flow field, which may, in turn, be
mapped onto a neuronal network [39]. One such simple network
structure has neurons placed along axes arranged radially to the
optical flow field center with only nearest-neighbor, on axis con-
nections [40]. We aim to mimic the early visual processing in
V1 with a simplified, continuous time vision model. The model
uses a large-scale LIF neuronal network for edge detection and
associated depth inference in a dynamic scene. The placement
of LIF neurons in a polar coordinate arrangement bears some
resemblance to the organization of V1 neurons. The character-
istics of a dynamic scene are then reconstructed through local
spike-timing computations along these radii.
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Fig. 1. Geometrical projection of a point object onto a visual plane of the proposed neuronal model via the light rays. (a) Side view, a 3-D point is described by
the polar coordinate (R;Z), R, Z are the distance from the point to the optical axis and lens, respectively. Z is the point depth which is usually lost in the 3-D to
2-D mapping. (b) Top view, a schematic layout of the visual plane, the small circles are neurons.

For computational simplicity, a neuron has only one synapse
connecting with the photoreceptor adapted using an STDP rule.
The advantage of employing STDP in this study is twofold.
First, spike-timing related plasticity is a possible mechanism
for pairing pre- and postsynaptic activities in a population of
pulse-coded spiking neurons. In our algorithm, the postsynaptic
firing depends on the timing of two excitatory inputs. Therefore,
we will show that STDP is also able to optimize this form of vi-
sion model by adapting synapses online. As a result, neurons
can process genuine edges while rejecting spurious edges that
result from noise or the effects of an ill-conditioned optical flow
field. Second, STDP can be implemented in analog very large
scale integrated (aVLSI) circuits [41]–[43], and is capable of
compensating for the inevitable transistor mismatch in aVLSI
chip fabrication [44].

In summary, our neuron is fundamentally a simple detector
of coincidence within a time window. The window size is de-
termined by the neuron’s dynamic threshold and input synaptic
strength, which is adapted by the STDP rule. STDP adaptation
improves the performance of this novel LIF-based network. It
is also a neuromorphic system that mimics some aspects of the
early visual pathway, especially the area V1 properties, in a new
and interesting form. The experimental results will inform the
development of aVLSI circuitry in subsequent works.

II. MONOCULAR DEPTH INFERENCE

Recently, Wörgötter et al. [40] devised a feature-based ap-
proach to monocular depth recovery from radial flow fields. The
two key steps in their algorithm are: 1) calculation of the object
coordinates in the environment and 2) a predictive mechanism
to compare the predicted and actual time-of-arrival of an edge
to improve noise rejection.

In their algorithm, the ego or object motion is restricted to a
straight line along the optical axis with constant velocity. Neu-
rons are aligned along the radial axes from the visual plane
center to the periphery (see Fig. 1 for the geometric light ray pro-
jection and neuron layout). Upon the projection of a new edge

at a neuron, say , neuron simply passes the gray level
of that new edge to its succeeding neuron , where it is saved.
After some time, when the edge arrives at neuron , the neuron
compares its gray level with the saved one. If both levels match,
neuron treats the edge as having been successfully “confirmed
once” and calculates the time-of-travel of the edge from neuron

to . From a known velocity, the distance that has been
passed within the time-of-travel can be computed by neuron ,
i.e., in Fig. 1(a). Meanwhile, based on the temporal history
of that edge, neuron makes a prediction as to when neuron

can expect the edge. This predicted time is transferred
to neuron together with the gray level, and saved. On re-
ceiving the edge, neuron then compares it with the saved
one. If both gray levels match, neuron continues to com-
pare the predicted time and the actual time of its counter. If both
predicted and actual time-of-travels match within a chosen tol-
erance, then the edge is treated as confirmed twice and is thus a
more reliable edge. In the same way, neuron estimates the
prediction time for neuron and enables the prediction-con-
firmation process to be repeated along the axis of neurons.

Clearly, a temporal tolerance or “window” is associated with
the neurons. At an individual neuron, an edge is accepted if the
predicted and actual time-of-travel of that edge are within the
neuron’s tolerance window. Otherwise the edge is rejected as
spurious. Based on this monocular model, we present an early
visual model incorporating STDP adaptation by using LIF neu-
rons. We assume that the scenes will be mapped onto a visual
plane to form an optical flow field through the retina. The op-
tical flow field has edges flowing radially along axes of neurons,
it comprises the spatio-temporal cues of objects in the three-di-
mensional space.

We consider a similar dynamic scene in which an observer
moves along the optical axis toward the target objects at a con-
stant velocity. The velocity of the projected edges on the visual
plane increases with the distance from the visual plane center.
The neurons in the visual plane are therefore arranged on the
radial axes such that the distance between the consecutive pairs
of neurons increases hyperbolically with increasing radius. With
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TABLE I
SCENE AND RETINA DATA FOR EDGE DETECTION AND DEPTH INFERENCE

this arrangement, the time-of-travel of an edge between the con-
secutive pairs of neurons is approximately the same. Thus, the
distance from each neuron to the visual plane center is

(1)

where is the neuron order which is a nature number increasing
from the first neuron located near the visual plane center, and
determines the pixel resolution. After the placement of neurons
in the visual plane, higher pixel resolution, if necessary, can be
achieved by interpolating additional LIF units between existing
neurons.

The depth information for a neuron is derived from simple
geometric calculations [40]. In cylindrical polar coordinates we
have

(2)

where is the depth of a point object in the 3-D space, is
the distance moved from when the point activates neuron
until it reaches neuron , see Fig. 1(a), . The only
part of the right-hand side of this depth equation that is not fixed
for each neuron is . Assuming that the ego or object motion
velocity is constant and known, then is also available by
counting the time-of-travel of the projected edge between two
successive neurons, and depth information can thus be recov-
ered easily.

III. MODEL

We chose to use 400 identical radial axes to achieve a balance
between image resolution and simulation time (and, ultimately,
hardware cost). The LIF neurons have only nearest-neighbor, on
axis connections. In the model we use a 512 512 pixel array
which records the input image sequence at the same resolution.
Forty-eight neurons are aligned on every axis for the simula-
tion involving artificial data and 74 neurons per axis for the real
image sequences. An edge is detected if a pixel has more than
10% irradiance difference compared to its surrounding pixels
(see parameters in Table I).

A. Spiking Neuronal Model

Each neuron in this simplified model has three excitatory
synapses that receive pulsed inputs. The synapses that carry a

Fig. 2. Architecture of an axis of LIF neurons of the vision model. The
photoreceptors align radially in the receptive field, they transfer the irradiance
edge inputs to electrical pulse stimuli for the LIF neuron layer, the dotted
photoreceptors have an actual connection with a corresponding neuron. A
neuron is a basic computational unit with a memory. There is a layer of
interneurons between the layers of photoreceptors and LIF neurons.

pulse from the preceding neuron and from the photoreceptor are
referred to as the flow synapse and receptive synapse, respec-
tively, see solid arrows in Fig. 2. The third input is used simply to
start edge propagation via an interneuron, as described later. We
make two assumptions for analytical and simulation simplicity:
1) there are no pulse transmission delays in the flow synapses
between the LIF neurons and 2) the LIF neuron can not issue a
spike unless its membrane is depolarized by both flow and re-
ceptive synapses.

The second criterion shows that an appropriate correlation be-
tween both flow and receptive synaptic inputs is a necessary con-
dition for a LIF neuron to fire. A LIF neuron is a homogeneous
leaky integrator. After detecting a new edge, its subthreshold
membrane state in the presence of spikes from both flow and re-
ceptive synapses is

(3)

where and are the membrane capacitance and con-
ductance of neuron , respectively. The last term of the right-
hand side denotes summation of two excitatory postsynaptic
currents (EPSCs). In the absence of the EPSCs and interneuron
input, the membrane potential will drift to its resting value

. As the EPSCs drive the membrane potential above its
threshold , neuron produces a short action potential and
resets its potential to . We set , and
absolutely refractory period . If neuron detects a new
edge, its interneuron is activated and emits a spike to the suc-
ceeding neuron . In that case, there is no EPSC from the
flow synapse to neuron , which is, instead, depolarized by
the interneuron.

The EPSC for both flow and receptive synapses, in our model,
is a step followed by a rapid exponential decay [17]

(4)

where is the synaptic time constant, is the strength of
the flow or receptive synapse with for flow and for
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of an axis of spiking neurons and the possible membrane states. (a) Chain of neurons. Three synapses converge to a LIF neuron
which has two outputs. (b1) EPSP on the membrane of neuron i � 2 caused by a spike from the receptive synapse representing the arrival of a new edge. (b2)
Plateau membrane potential of neuron i� 1 caused by activation of the interneuron of neuron i � 2 and the subsequent firing due to the arrival of an edge at the
photoreceptor; the spike encodes the time-of-travel of the edge starting from the onset of the plateau potential. (b3) Neuron i first receives a spike from its flow
synapse, decoding the prediction of its firing in, say 76 ms; if an edge arrives at the photoreceptor but out of a tolerance time window of [53, 99], then neuron i

does not fire. (b4) In a similar case, an edge arriving at 64 ms activates neuron i.

receptive synapse. is a series of input spikes to synapse
that signal edges occurring at times in the optical flow

(5)

The concept of a dynamic threshold for pattern formation is
biologically plausible [45], [46] and has already been used for
synchronous spike generation in a neuronal network [18]. In our
design, the threshold of a LIF neuron, , is the greater of an
exponentially decaying threshold
and an intersecting constant threshold

(6)

Here, is the threshold value at , the time when the
preceding neuron fires, is the exponential threshold
decay rate and is the constant threshold value.

The intersection between and , , is
the time when neuron predicts that an edge will reach
neuron . Since at that instant, , we thus
have

(7)

and the threshold of a spiking neuron can be described in terms
of

if

if
(8)

An edge flowing along an axis of neurons is shown in Fig. 3.
The interneurons are used to initialize the algorithm in the pres-
ence of new edges. If a new edge arrives at a photoreceptor con-
necting with neuron , then that neuron does not fire because
it has not been depolarized by its flow synapse. In this case, the
corresponding interneuron is activated and, hence, emits a spike
to stimulate the succeeding neuron . Upon receiving a stim-
ulus from the interneuron, the membrane of neuron is depo-
larized to a plateau potential. This neuron will fire a spike when-
ever it receives a stimulus from its receptive synapse. If neuron

is depolarized by its flow synapse at time , it is expected to be
further depolarized by its receptive synapse within a time range
of , where is the tolerance window size of
neuron to be determined by the adaptation mechanism. If the
depolarization from the receptive synapse is within the expected
window, neuron spikes and resets its membrane potential. The
relative edge is then confirmed as a genuine feature by neuron
, and continues to flow along the axis.

is taken as the center of the tolerance window within
which neuron should receive an edge. We define the maximum
and minimum tolerance window length as 60% and 10% of

, respectively. Thus, we have ,
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Fig. 4. Membrane dynamics of a neuron shows the temporal correlation of stimuli and response, and the effect of the STDP mechanism. The dynamic threshold
consists of an exponential part and a constant part, they intersect at the prediction time when the neuron expects an edge from its receptive synapse. The first
membrane depolarization is caused by the flow synapse spike, and the second by the edge from the receptive synapse. If the edge comes within a time window,
then the neuron spikes. (a) Edge arrives at 52 ms. (b) Edge arrives at 60 ms. (c) Edge arrives at 71 ms. (d) Edge arrives at 87 ms. A time window of [53, 99] is
applied for (a)–(b), and [58, 86] for (c)–(d). The prediction time for all figures is 75 ms. The test parameters are, the prediction parameter pair f� ; w g =
f26 ms; 13:91g for (a) and (b), f26 ms; 13:20g for (c) and (d), the flow synapse w = 20, the membrane time constant � = 40 ms, the synapse time
constant � = 2 ms, the constant threshold V = �56 mv, the neuron reset potential v = �65 mv, and the resting potential v = �70 mv.

, the maximum possible firing window of neuron is
and the minimum window is

. For simulation simplicity, we only
have the receptive synapse adaptable. An optimized window
size for neuron can then be determined by STDP adaptation of
the receptive synapse (see Section III-C). If neuron receives an
edge from its photoreceptor before the predicted time , then
its receptive synapse is increased and the window expanded.
Otherwise its receptive synapse is depressed and the window
is narrowed. The selection of appropriate exponential threshold
decay time constants and receptive synaptic strengths are
critical for the model. These two parameters are chosen and en-
coded by the preceding neuron based on the prediction
of time-of-travel of an edge. We simulate the spiking activities
of a LIF neuron with a dynamic threshold first and then choose
suitable values of and receptive synaptic strength to form
the prediction parameter pairs, , for each possible
predicted time in the prediction range. These parameters then
determine the learning dynamics of the full vision model. Fig. 4
shows an example of the selected prediction parameter pairs,

, with arrival of a sensory spike outside (a) and
(d) or inside (b) and (c) a tolerance window whose size has been
adjusted by changing the receptive synaptic strength alone.

B. Vision Algorithm Based on Spiking Neurons

Each model neuron unit has five major components; an
edge-sensitive photoreceptor, a LIF neuron, flow and receptive
synapses, and a dynamic short-term memory. The memory
has the same basic function as the membrane capacitor of a

LIF neuron in terms of recording a spike event. Besides, we
can use it to memorize some characteristics of a spike event
such as an edge’s gray level to facilitate software simulation.
A LIF neuron also has a counter for the time course of the
dynamic membrane threshold, and an additional input from an
interneuron whose spiking status is determined by the states
of the preceding LIF neuron and associated photoreceptor
(Figs. 2 and 3). Image sequences with 512 512 pixel arrays
(resolution) are used as the inputs.

Since the LIF neurons are sparsely allocated along radial
axes, some photoreceptors have no connections with the LIF
neurons, see the unfilled circles in the receptive field in Fig. 2.
These photoreceptors are defined as the invalid photoreceptors.
Accordingly, those photoreceptors connecting with LIF neurons
are defined as the valid photoreceptors. In an initial period repre-
sented by a series of image frames starting from the first frame,
there may be an edge, namely e1, projected onto the invalid pho-
toreceptors which are located between two valid ones, p1 and
p2. This edge has never passed p1, and it will pass p2. Before
it arrives at p2, it is possible that the LIF neuron of p2 has had
a plateau membrane potential which is induced by a new edge
arriving at p1. In this case it is clear that, when edge e1 arrives at
p2, it will, erroneously, force the LIF neuron of p2 to fire a spike
based on the plateau potential which is not induced by e1 itself.
We, hence, define the edges like e1 as the intermediate edges,
and those edges which make the LIF neuron fire based on the
plateau potential induced by themselves as the normal edges.
After the algorithm starts, an initial self-organization stage can
be seen. The convergence of depth inference occurs as soon as
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all the intermediate edges become normal ones. We offer a proof
of convergence of the algorithm in an Appendix.

When an edge, either normal or intermediate, arrives at the
photoreceptor of neuron , it induces an EPSP on the neuron’s
membrane. The sum of this EPSP, together with any EPSP in-
duced by the flow synapse, determines the neuron’s activity.
If the total membrane potential is above the neuron’s dynamic
threshold, then the neuron emits a spike encoding the predicted
time-of-travel after which that edge should arrive at the subse-
quent neuron, .

The predicted time-of-travel, , is defined by the temporal
history of an edge arriving at neuron , which can be described
with the recursive equation

(9)

where and are the predicted and actual time-of-
travel of an edge arriving at neuron from respectively.

is the number of times that an edge has been correctly pre-
dicted as it propagates along the corresponding axis to neuron
. Upon receiving the prediction, neuron then has

to determine the values of and
for an appropriate dynamic threshold.

If no spike is emitted by neuron upon arrival of an edge
from its photoreceptor, then there are two possible reasons: 1)
the edge is a new one, and the neuron’s membrane has not yet
been facilitated by a spike stimulus from its flow synapse and
2) the edge has arrived too early, or too late and is outside the
tolerance window.

In either case, the relative interneuron emits a spike to neuron
. The membrane of neuron is thus facilitated, and

the facilitation results in a plateau potential on the membrane
of neuron which will activate on receiving an edge,
intermediate or normal, from the photoreceptor at any time. The
plateau potential is sustainable for a maximum duration of the
time-of-travel of an edge from neuron to .

C. Adaptation

We use STDP adaptation to improve this algorithm’s robust-
ness against inaccuracies caused by the collective behavior of
edge flow, nonideal positioning of pixels as an array on the vi-
sual plane and inaccuracies from fabrication tolerances in an
aVLSI implementation. The weight of the receptive synapse
of each neuron is increased by a small amount if the receptive
synapse fires before the predicted time instant and decreased if
the receptive synapse fires late. The flow synaptic weight is held
constant for simplicity. The adaptation scheme is

if

if
if

(10)

where is the receptive synaptic weight change of
neuron , and are the amplitude and
decay constant of potentiation and depression, respectively

TABLE II
MODEL NEURON DATA FOR EDGE DETECTION AND DEPTH INFERENCE

and is the predicted time instant when neuron should
fire. The receptive synaptic weights are initialized to random
values that correspond to a tolerance window width within
the dynamic range, i.e., . If an edge arrives
at the photoreceptor earlier than predicted, that edge has the
potential to activate the neuron and the window is expanded to
try to include such stimuli. If, however, an edge arrives later
than predicted, it is likely to be uncorrelated with the predicted
postsynaptic spike and the window is narrowed to exclude it.
During the operation of the vision algorithm, the STDP process
widens or narrows the tolerance window in order to include the
correlated stimuli and exclude uncorrelated ones.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

This spike-based algorithm has been tested in both artificial
and real environments. The neuron parameters are shown in
Table II and we use 48 and 74 neurons per axis for the arti-
ficial and real images, respectively. All of the neuron parame-
ters except the amplitudes of learning curves and

are chosen to be neurobiologically plausible. We
choose and to be larger than the values used in [24], as
our pixel stimuli are considerably sparser. We use Euler integra-
tion as the numerical method [47] and the step is updated with
each image frame.

A. Artificial Images

The artificial scene shown in Fig. 5 is constructed using
OpenGL. Three objects, a cylinder, a cone and a sphere, are
located at distances of 1500, 1100, and 700 cm, respectively,
in front of a white background at 1600 cm. The observer is at
a height of 1.6 m and moves toward the scene at a constant
velocity of 1 cm per frame.

During motion, edges flow along the radial axes of neurons.
Initially, in Fig. 5(a), the membrane of any LIF neuron whose
photoreceptor detects a new edge is facilitated only by the re-
ceptive synapse. When a new edge is detected, the detecting
neuron sends a spike representing the new edge to its neigh-
boring neuron via the relative interneuron, which induces the
plateau potential on the membrane of the neighboring neuron.
The neighboring neuron then issues a spike when it receives a
sensory edge at any time. The spike encodes and transmits the
predicted time-of-travel of that sensory edge to the subsequent
neuron on the axis. As the motion continues, any neuron acti-
vated by the correlated receptive and flow synaptic inputs issues
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Fig. 5. Pixel maps of a hallway scene. (a)–(c) Snapshots of image frames at the start, 175 and 600 steps respectively, the arrow line is the approximate location
of the 210th axis in each pixel map. (d) Still contour of the first frame without running the spike-based algorithm, the size of the short lines signifies the strength
of optical flow in the 2-D space. (e)–(f) Pixel maps which are calculated by the algorithm from the start frame till the corresponding frame shown on the left. Each
activated (black) pixel indicates the location of the first neuron which detected an edge and started the algorithm to encode the time-of-travel information for its
subsequent neurons. If an edge flows reliably along an axis of neurons, that detecting neuron location can be recovered by a neuron far away from it. The depth
boxes correspond to the depth inferred for the background frame, cone, cylinder and sphere, respectively, from left to right. Upper values in the boxes are the actual
original depth of each object, lower values are estimated depth, both described in centimeters.

a spike, which represents the agreement of the actual and pre-
dicted time-of-travelsand, hence, confirms the correct prediction
of the time-of-travel of the relative edge. After the confirmation,
the position of the detecting neuron is shown with black dot in
Fig. 5(e) and (f), which form the reconstructed images corre-
sponding to the scene before motion. We define these dots as
the “effective pixels” and the images of these dots as the pixel
maps.

Fig. 5(e) and (f) are examples of pixel maps for the artificial
image test. Few edges appear in the early pixel maps, shown
in Fig. 5(e), while the model is self-organizating (see appendix
for details). After the initial settling period, all intermediate
edges have become the normal edges in the sense that any pre-
dicted time-of-travel of an edge, given by the preceding neuron
, matches the actual time-of-travel of an edge arriving at neuron

. It implies that an edge arriving at neuron facilitates the
membrane of neuron and then, after a time-of-travel, the
same edge will cause neuron to fire. The detecting neuron
of the confirmed edge is then included in the pixel map. The

counter of the firing neuron records the time-of-travel of the
edge between the successive neurons. As the velocity is known,

in (2) is available and the depth of that edge can be recov-
ered.

We can study the depth recovery process in more detail by
concentrating on a single radial axis. In this simple example
only one edge feature, the line where the left side wall and the
back wall meet, will propagate along the chosen axis. The initial
location of this edge feature is 16 m away from the camera. The
depth information recovered by the neurons on the 210th axis
is shown in Fig. 6(a) alongside the actual known depth of the
edge in the image. The estimated depth matches the actual depth
well, after an initial self-organizing process. The effect of the
STDP mechanism can also be seen more explicitly through the
distribution of the receptive synapse weights before and after
adaptation. Initially weights are distributed randomly between
maximum and minimum values [Fig. 6(b)]. After online STDP
adaptation the initial uniform distribution converges toward the
bimodal distribution of Fig. 6(c).
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Fig. 6. Characteristics of the vision model operating on the hallway scene. (a) Comparison between the depth information estimated by the neurons on axis
210th and the corresponding actual depth, the data is fitted with a 4th degree polynomial function in a least-squares sense; the increasing order of neuron ID also
represents the time course. (b) Initial random distribution of receptive synapse strengths in the weight range. (c) Bimodal distribution after STDP adaptation.

Fig. 7. Performance comparison of models with and without synaptic adaptation. The horizontal axis describes the time course with the number of image frames.
The dotted lines in both figures are the ideal number of effective pixels. (a) Test on artificial images. The camera moves 1 cm/frame. Labels “o” and “ ” represent
the number of effective pixels detected by the models with and without adaptation, respectively, at a relative time instant. (b) Test on real images. The camera
moves at 1.1 mm/frame with recording speed of 24 frames/s. Labels “o” and “ ” represent the number of effective pixels detected by the models with and without
adaptation, respectively.

The performance of the vision model can be shown quantita-
tively by comparing the number of effective pixels generated by
the models with and without STDP adaptation. The comparison
of performance of two models is shown in Fig. 7(a).

It is clear that, after the period of self-organization, both
models reach a saturated stable state in which there are no
significant changes in the number of edges detected by both
models. The model with STDP adaptation is always superior.
Both models take approximately 220 time units, equivalent
to 2.2 m, to converge. After convergence, the model with
adaptation has detected an average of 492 effective pixels,
or 92.3%, out of a total sum of 533 effective pixels. The

model without adaptation has detected an average of 468
effective pixels, or 87.8% out of the same sum. The slight
fluctuation observable after self-organization can be quantified
as the mean and standard deviation of the number of effective
pixels, (492, 4) for the model with adaptation, and (468, 5)
for the model without adaptation. Although the performance
of a model with adaptation is always better than that without
adaptation, the difference is not worthy of note in the artificial
test. This is intuitively correct, as the artificial image is,
effectively, “perfect” and noise-free. The irregularities that
our STDP adaptation process aims to reduce are, therefore,
essentially absent.
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Fig. 8. Pixel maps of a real scene. (a)–(c) Snapshots of image frames at the start, 70 and 170 steps respectively. (d) Still contour of the first frame without running
the spike-based algorithm, the size of the short lines signifies the strength of optical flow in the 2-D space. (e)–(f) Pixel maps. The depth boxes correspond to
badminton racquet, toy pendulum, maze board and book, respectively, from left to right. Upper values in the boxes are the actual original depth of each object,
lower values are estimated depth, both described in millimeters.

B. Real Images

In a real scene (Fig. 8), a book, a set of pliers, a maze board,
a toy pendulum and a badminton racquet are arranged 1205,
1150, 2424, 1102, and 2424 mm away, respectively, from the
initial camera plane. The lighting is primarily daylight, with
two 150-W fluorescent lamps fixed on the ceiling and an addi-
tional 500-W studio light source to improve the recording con-
trast. A manually focused progressive scan NTSC CCD camera
(model CV-M7 of JAI corporation, Japan) with Pentax Cos-
micar 16-mm TV lens is mounted on a small board which is
pulled by a small motor toward the objects. Before testing, the
white balance of the camera is adjusted empirically. No other
special procedure is adopted to adjust the camera optical and
focus characteristics. The real scene is recorded in 250 frames
with the camera motion speed approximately 1.1 mm/frame.
The image frames are saved in a bitmap format with a resolu-
tion of 1276 1016 and 24 bits of color. The recording speed
is 24 frames per second. The image frames are thereafter pre-
processed to fit the final resolution of 512 512 and 8 bits of

gray level, and transferred to a SUN Blade 100 workstation for
analysis.

The contours of the toy pendulum and book are easily recog-
nizable from the pixel maps in Fig. 8. However, as the distance
between edges in the maze approximates that of the pixel layout
resolution, significant detail cannot be seen. The late appearance
of the badminton racquet is caused by its location which is in the
(peripheral) area of low neuron and pixel density. Depth infor-
mation is recovered, as before, from the image sequence and the
object depths are shown in Fig. 8. These results demonstrate that
the algorithm works under real world conditions, once again as-
suming stable optical flow.

The ubiquitous noise and disturbance of optical flow can
prevent the individual spiking neurons in a population corre-
sponding to an object from having the equal inferred depth. A
reliable method is to use the arithmetic average of the depth
values computed by a group of neurons to depict an object’s
depth information. After an initial convergent period, the actual
and estimated depth values agree quite well, see Fig. 8(f).
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A performance comparison of the model working on the
real image sequence, with and without STDP adaptation, is
displayed in Fig. 7(b). After convergence, the model with
adaptation has detected an average of 3689 effective pixels, or
83.4%, out of a total sum of 4421 effective pixels. The model
without adaptation has detected an average of 2734 effective
pixels, or 61.8% out of the same sum. Clearly the STDP
adaptation plays an important role in improving the model
performance.

The fluctuations in the number of effective pixels are a result
of the inclusion and deletion method of the detecting neurons in
the pixel map. A detecting neuron is included in the pixel map
as long as the predicted time-of-travel of the relative edge is
confirmed; it is excluded if any further confirmation fails in the
subsequent neurons. The imperfect behavior that STDP ame-
liorates in this real image includes effects of camera tremble
and disturbances of the scene context. We describe the fluctua-
tion quantitatively with the mean and standard deviation of the
number of effective pixels, (3689, 55) for the model with adap-
tation, and (2734, 181) for the model without adaptation. Our
experiment shows that the model with adaptation is remarkably
more robust in the real scene, where there are some imperfec-
tions to deal with.

The tests on both artificial and real images show that the dis-
tribution of all receptive synaptic strengths will display the bi-
modal mode after adaptation; some of the receptive synapses
tend to be depressed while the others potentiated. It implies
that, given the radial neuron layout, the actual time-of-travel of
edges between adjacent neurons may be consistently shorter (or
longer) than the preceding neuron’s prediction. This mismatch,
namely layout mismatch, is caused by the inaccurate assignment
of pixels (i.e., photoreceptor input) to the neurons during Carte-
sian to polar coordinate transform. This transform is necessary
because the image sequences are in 512 512 Cartesian de-
scription while the visual plane uses polar coordinate to align
neurons. Comparing the model performance with and without
adaptation (Fig. 7), clearly STDP can compensate for this kind
of mismatch remarkably well.

V. DISCUSSION

Using delays and coincidences, neural timing networks can
perform time-domain signal processing operations to compare,
extract and separate temporal patterns [48]. Temporal coding
characteristics of spiking neuronal networks have been imple-
mented in silicon circuits [49] to simulate some primitive func-
tions of the early visual system, e.g., the orientation selective re-
sponse of V1 cells [50], [51], and common recurrent networks
[52]. Following this research trend, this study aims to provide
a spike-timing dependent neuromorphic early visual model that
emulates the function of the retina and area V1, which is thought
to be capable of detecting edges and initiating depth inference.
The model also aims to point toward a neuromorphic VLSI re-
alization of the early visual processing in a dynamic scene. We
therefore discuss other approaches to aVLSI motion detection
along with the biological plausibility and neuromorphic feasi-
bility of our model.

A. Some Two-Dimensional Neuromorphic
Visual Motion Models

There are two major classes of motion detection algorithms,
i.e., token-based and intensity-based approaches [53]. The cor-
relation algorithm, a subdivision of the intensity-based class,
measures spatio-temporal correlations caused by moving ob-
jects or ego-motion. Since correlation is based on multiplica-
tion, the correlation algorithms show superior numerical sta-
bility. However, most of these algorithms are unsuitable for im-
plementation in integrated circuits that compute extended op-
tical flow fields, because they are tuned to a narrow velocity
range and tend to be expensive in silicon area [54].

For example, Delbrück’s correlation-based, velocity-tuned
retina was built on a hexagonal neuron grid and incorporated
delay lines in three directions [55]. If the velocity of a moving
edge matched a pre-set delay time of the delay line, the output
signals grow in strength; otherwise they shrink. As the tuning
is very narrow, the sensor is fairly limited, and considerable
chip area is required to measure motion over a large velocity
range. Similar work was also reported [56], but with the same
limitations and is, hence, not suitable for the monolithic imple-
mentation of dense velocity-sensing arrays [54].

An arguably more practical system was proposed by Kramer
et al. [57], [58] in the time domain. They presented two different
circuits to measure the time-of-travel of an edge between two
adjacent photoreceptors. One of which, i.e., the facilitate-and-
sample (FS) motion method, is similar in principle to the de-
caying threshold mechanism in our vision algorithm. An equiv-
alent approach was also implemented by Etienne–Cummings et
al. [59], who suggested that this form of motion sensor may be
more compact and thus suitable for use in a dense neuromorphic
visual array.

Similarly, our algorithm measures the time-of-travel of an
edge between two photoreceptors. This kind of method is more
attractive for implementation in compact arrays [54]. Moreover,
our model includes global edge detection at system level, as well
as depth inference. Meanwhile, the study incorporates the real
time synaptic strength adaptation mechanism to deal with the
ubiquitous noise and mismatch problems, and the model per-
formance is favorably displayed. None of the above methods
address these issues.

B. Biological Plausibility

In different species of animals, different mechanisms reduce
the optical flow to, if possible, a single component. Airborne an-
imals such as birds and flies, tend to fly in straight lines. Under
these conditions, only forward motion exists and optical flow
is reduced to its radial components. Edges in the visual plane
then move radially outwards from the focus of expansion with
a velocity proportional to the radial distance from the focus of
expansion but inversely proportional to their depth in the scene
[40]. Hence, the depth can be inferred from this edge expan-
sion which contains the temporal cues, i.e., the time-of-travel
between adjacent photoreceptor locations in a retinotopically or-
ganized vision model.

Our model, which aims to simulate early visual mechanisms
without the mediation of higher visual organizations, can be
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seen to imply significant simplification of reality. Nevertheless,
due to the adoption of an error-tolerance window mediated by
STDP adaptation, we hope to relax the restriction of 100% con-
stant velocity without compromising the model performance
unduly.

C. Neuromorphic Feasibility

Presently the preliminary circuit simulation using Hspice
in Cadence EDA tool has shown the possibility of neuromor-
phic realization of our model. We have included four new
elements, plateau membrane potential, dynamic membrane
threshold, counter and short-term memory, to the traditional
LIF neuron. Three of them, except the memory, are essential for
the hardware implementation of the algorithm. The memory is
introduced to memorize the facilitation, either decaying EPSP
or plateau potential, caused by an edge arriving at the preceding
neuron. Considering that a silicon LIF neuron has a membrane
capacitor which serves as a short-term memory to integrate
input currents, we can simply ignore the memory design in
the silicon neuron without undermining the vision model. The
algorithm remains convergent, the proof in the Appendix still
holds.

The concept of plateau potential is used to initiate the edge
flowing along an axis of neurons. It is motivated by the exper-
imental and analytical works revealing that a plateau potential
can be triggered by depolarization in preceding neurons [60],
[61]. In simulation, we use the output of an interneuron to gen-
erate the plateau potential on the membrane of a LIF neuron .
In hardware the effect of the interneuron can be replaced by an
AND logic with two inputs from the output of neuron and
its associated photoreceptor, respectively. The output current of
the AND logic charges the membrane capacitor of neuron to an
appropriate plateau voltage just below its (constant) threshold.
Then neuron can fire if it receives an edge from its receptive
synapse.

When an edge is confirmed by a preceding neuron , the
membrane potential of neuron is facilitated by its flow synapse.
The dynamic threshold is used to refrain neuron from firing
earlier than expected. For instance, starting from the firing time
of neuron , neuron should not be permitted to fire during an
initial period to allow a time-of-travel of the relative edge. It is
clear that the concept of dynamic threshold is closely related to
the time-of-travel of an edge, which is measured by a counter.
Suppose that the time-of-travel has been measured, in neuro-
morphic engineering the complementary metal-oxide semicon-
ductor (CMOS) transistor circuits can be designed as a switch
to restrict the firing window of a neuron. The window width can
be adjusted by including the adaptation circuitry mediated by
STDP.

The counter circuit of a neuron is the real concern in the
neuromorphic implementation. As we introduced, many aVLSI
circuits have been presented to measure the time-of-travels or
velocities of edges between neurons during motion [55]–[59].
However, most of them are just the representation of the time
durations or velocities in the sense that they have not used these
values for further computing. In depth recovery we need the con-
crete time-of-travel information. Therefore, one option is that,
for every neuron, we use an analog, calibrated current source

charging a capacitor as the time counter activated by a uni-
versal clock pulse generator, which generates a constant number
of spikes per second, acting like a frame generator in a video
camera device. The voltage of the capacitor can thus represent
the time-of-travel of an edge, and can be used for further com-
puting.

In summary, the proposed numerical model provides a
possible approach to implement a monocular edge detector
in aVLSI hardware, and certainly some modifications are
necessary to implement the new elements which are not the
traditional parts of a LIF model neuron. The output of the
photoreceptors is binary, i.e., black and white, where black
values for edges. The test results show that STDP adaptation
can minimize the effects of process mismatch in the context
of a spike-timing processing scheme for visual scenes. Further
works will be focused on the two dimensional design of visual
plane, including, e.g., communication between the photore-
ceptor array and visual plane processing circuit module and
measurement of time-of-travel of edges.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study presents a neuromorphic approach to a large-scale,
asynchronous, spiking network that will perform useful com-
putation on a real visual scene. We have explored an artificial
vision model based on LIF neurons for edge detection and
depth analysis. The postsynaptic LIF neuron’s activity depends
on the correlation of two synaptic inputs. We demonstrate that
the internal neuron parameters determine a temporal tolerance
window within which the effect of correlations between the
neuron’s inputs affects its output. The window size is adjustable
through synaptic strengths and membrane threshold time con-
stants which are directly related to circuit parameters, rendering
the model amenable to aVLSI application. As STDP is a likely
adaptation mechanism underlying the visual cortical activities,
we have introduced synaptic weight adaptation based on STDP,
leading to a useful improvement in the model performance.
Our approach to using STDP to ameliorate real system imper-
fections and deal with real data is general and is likely to have
applications in other domains where timing is an intrinsic part
of computation, such as audition.

APPENDIX

Hereby, we prove our belief that the optical flow of edges on
the visual plane of spiking neurons will always converge, i.e.,
after a possible self-organizing period an edge passes spiking
neuron will be surely recognized by neuron on the same
axis in its traveling time of between neurons and .
For simplicity, in the proof we assume that the traveling time
between neuron pairs is the same, i.e., . For
cases in which this assumption does not hold, the proof is still
valid.

Proposition 1: In the proposed spiking neuron-based vision
algorithm, the optical flow of edges in the visual plane of spiking
neurons will always converge.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we have two assump-
tions: 1) in an ideal, continuous and real scene each edge will
pass, rather than skip over, a neuron before it can reach the next
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neuron on an axis. and 2) no edges can escape from the axis or
no new edges can add into the axis during the propagation of
edges which initially exist on an axis.

The simplest case is that, at the starting time of the algorithm,
there is no edge on the invalid photoreceptors. If the valid pho-
toreceptor of neuron detects an edge for the first time, neuron

has a plateau potential on its membrane and will be acti-
vated by any stimulus from its receptive synapse. It is clear that
the edge coming from neuron will be confirmed as a predicted
edge at neuron in a period of . This temporal interval
information will be encoded by the spike issued to neuron .
Since all the consequent neurons on the same axis after neuron

will sum up the receptive synapse induced EPSP with the
flow synapse induced EPSP on their membrane, it is obvious that
the edge sourced from neuron will be consistently confirmed
as the predicted edge as it propagates further from neuron .

The more general case is that, after the algorithm starts,
the valid photoreceptor of neuron detects an edge for
the first time whilst more edges are also detected by the
invalid photoreceptors between neuron and where

and is the total neuron number. In this case
the key is to prove that a plateau potential event in a neuron’s
memory will finally be matched by its initiator edge rather than
by other edges from the receptive synapse. In order to achieve
that, we assume a series of neurons on
an axis. represents an EPSP event on the membrane
of neuron . for a plateau potential event, or
equals to any positive number for the time after which neuron

expects an EPSP from its receptive synapse. is the time
when the event itself is created on the membrane of neuron

. At the start of the algorithm, the membrane potentials
of all neurons are at the resting value. If an edge arrives at
the photoreceptor of , we mark this time instant as .
As the algorithm runs, the EPSP events on the membrane of
the sequent neurons will be

, which satisfy

(11)

where if is even, and if is odd. Thus,
we know that the time sequence, when the receptive synapse
induced EPSPs occur, , , is a monoton-
ically increasing sequence with the upper limit of . Hence,
we have

(12)

Since every new edge passing the photoreceptor of neuron
will generate a plateau potential event to neuron , the above
equation means that gradually a plateau potential event on a
neuron’s membrane will finally be matched by its initiator edge,
hence, the algorithm converges after a self-organizing period.
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